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The Jewelry Business Magazine

MARKETING
MYOPIA
PART II
By Frank Dallahan

In the 1960’s, Harvard Business School Professor, Theodore
Levitt published a classic academic paper in the Harvard
Business Review entitled Marketing Myopia. Myopia is defined
as lack of imagination, insight, or intellectual insight. In it, Levitt
focused attention on the narrow vision the railroad industry
had in considering its competition. My article in this issue
focuses on the narrow vision too many industry manufacturers
have with respect to marketing and one possible cause of
their myopia. The diamond industry is a classic example
of marketing myopia, though it is not at all confined to the
diamond industry.

advertisers in our magazine, The Retail Jeweler, and the other
magazines as well. The point is these firms know and value the
exposure they receive from advertising in The Retail Jeweler
and the other trade publications.

ADVERTISING

Edahn Golan’s recent Diamond Market Report painted a
woeful picture of the diamond business in the world and in the
United States as well for the year 2019.
Golan called attention to the fact that consumer interest,
measured by Google searches for diamond engagement rings
and engagement rings tells the tale of declining consumer
interest in diamonds. While Golan may be splitting hairs on
this point the real point he identifies is lack of marketing on the
part of so many members of the diamond industry.

To be successful in
marketing, you have
to be successful in
advertising.

Advertising is the medium where a manufacturer communicates
its message to the market they seek to enter and differentiate
and win out over its competitors. Unfortunately, in the jewelry
industry there are too many distractions that deflect a seller away
from a consistent advertising and marketing message. Prime
examples of this phenomenon are the industry trade shows.

The diamond business is fragmented with so many purveyors
of finished goods to the retail community, it is impossible to
have any fundamentally effective marketing program. In my
experience in the jewelry industry from the perspective of
the jewelry manufacturing community and, now, from the
perspective of the trade press, it is fair to say that marketing
jewelry and/or diamonds is an inconsequential business tactic
by most of the members of these communities.
Yet, if you look at the different trade publications, you will
see that some manufacturers and diamond sellers really do
get it. Some know and believe in the power of advertising
to influence retailers to action. Firms like Midas, the Silver
Promotion Service, The Edge, Allison Kaufman, AGTA, RDI
Diamonds, Bellarri, Benchmark, IJO, Jewelers Mutual, Jye’s
Luxury, Royal Chain, and Synchrony Financial all are regular
8
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THE TRADE SHOWS
The trade shows have become a major supplier of marketing. In
fact, they siphon advertising dollars and marketing messages
away from the total market-place – the 20,000 retail jewelers
who are likely candidates for purchasing a manufacturer’s
product. Yes, you may read this as a comment typical of one
Continued to Pg 12

TRAVELING SAFELY

FOR JEWELERS

By David Sexton

THE PRICE OF SECURITY IS
AN EVER-PRESENT VIGILANCE.

This key awareness is at the heart of every effective loss
prevention strategy deployed by a jeweler or jewelry business
both on-premises and while traveling off-premises.

daily routes both to and from the jeweler’s place of business.
Active surveillance tactics include following a jeweler in a
vehicle or multiple vehicles en route.

SOUNDS SIMPLE ENOUGH, RIGHT?
Yet it requires an extreme commitment and discipline on the part
of every individual involved in the jewelry operation to assure
sound security procedures remain an ever-present determining
factor in how a jeweler and their team conduct themselves in
the face of myriad and changing security challenges.
This critical ever-present awareness is especially important
when it comes to jewelers traveling away from their homes
and businesses.
Jewelers must always remain cognizant of the
central truth of the Jewelers Security Alliance
— security starts at home. JSA provides
sound security advice regarding jewelers
being safe at home. The residential security
procedures outlined in their Manual of Jewelry Security remain
indispensable information every jeweler needs to review and
then discuss with their family.
Being a member of the jewelry industry potentially places
your home and loved ones residing there at increased risk.
Understanding these special exposures to loss can help you
and your family better prepare to reduce these threats to
your security. This preparation and proactive planning will
not eliminate the potential for loss but can help you mitigate
your exposures to loss. Remember, when it comes to being a
jeweler safe at home, failing to plan is planning to fail.
Traveling to and from your place of business can also expose
you to additional potential threats and loss.
This movement can be observed over time by interested
third parties with criminal intent. For many years, before the
extensive utilization of GPS tracking technology, criminals
have been able to effectively track Jewelers by applying both
active and passive surveillance over the jeweler’s preferred
10
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Passive surveillance tactics include criminals positioning
themselves along the jeweler’s preferred daily route to note
date and times the jeweler passes by the fixed surveillance
location over days, weeks, or even months to discern the
jeweler’s travel patterns.
It’s essential for every jeweler to vary their routes to and
from their place of business with the objective of being less
predictable regarding both time and place. In short, to become
much less observable to criminal surveillance tactics.
The jeweler should have at least three different viable routes
to reach their business before leaving the safety of their home.
• One route will vary multiple times during the week.
• A secondary route they will take if they suspect they are
being followed. This secondary route should allow them to
safely confirm and verify they are being actively surveilled by
one or multiple suspicious vehicles.
• A third route will allow them to immediately proceed to
utilize evasive driving techniques to a pre-identified place of
safety they can go when they feel threatened.
It’s important to report all suspicious activity
to local law enforcement and share this
intelligence with members of their team
traveling to and from the business. Upon
arriving at the place of business, a jeweler and
members of their team should religiously observe the sound
two-party opening procedures outlined and recommended in
the JSA Manual of Security.
One party is watched by the other located in a remote safe
distance from the business. The remote observing party should
be equipped with a cellphone to call for assistance should the
need arise.

Continued to Pg 12

Continued from Pg 8

MARKETING
MYOPIA
PART II
from a trade magazine publisher concerned with competition
from outside his sphere of influence. Shows move advertising
dollars away from regular consistent advertising programs
because so many manufacturers depend on trade shows for
writing business. And, manufacturers are afraid of losing booth
space or not gaining a better position at the shows if they do
not push dollars at the trade shows.
Consistency in advertising and its marketing message is a
critical component of communicating with its the intended
market: the retail jeweler. Yet, the number of retail jewelers
attending any given show is perhaps 20% to 35% of the total
number of stores comprising the retail market.
Manufacturers are lured away with the hope and/or a promise
of a better booth location, or a larger booth space if the
manufacturer will only devote more dollars to the trade show’s
marketing programs. The fact that these may be effective
for only three or four days while attending the shows at the
very best! Show guides, wall and window signs, sponsorships
of various kinds at the show, floor markers identifying
the manufacturer’s location, the myriad of other creative
enticements that may yield more booth or better booth space
all are effective motivators.

began in Las Vegas, a manager of the show management
company appeared before the show advisory board and
asked for input on a series of new ideas show management
was considering. These ideas included floor markers, pole
wrappings, window banners, escalator signage in addition to
sponsorship of fashion shows, show bags, lanyards, and other
assorted ideas.
The show advisory board at that time rejected all of these new
ideas because they believed such promotional efforts would
cheapen the show and not lead to any increased business for
the exhibitors. Over time, the composition of the advisory
board changed and in my view some of the more thoughtful
voices were lost and the show began introducing these
ancillary show promotional products.
For the past ten years or so, we have seen a plethora of
promotional products emanating from the show management
firms to entice manufacturers to switch more dollars into show
promotion. More shows result in even more promotional
dollars moving to these individual shows.
A thoughtful marketing plan should reserve funding for a
regular, consistent series of advertisements and not to spend
the promotion budget in one particular medium. This is the
new definition of Marketing Myopia!

Frank Dallahan
co-publisher of The Retail Jeweler

Competition for the marketing dollars of manufacturers has
become more intense as show managers continue to strive
for increased revenues. When the major show of the industry

TRAVELING SAFELY

FOR JEWELERS

The opening party should open, lock the door behind them,
turn off the burglar alarm, and conduct a thorough interior
search of the protected property. Once completed, the
opening party provides the observing party an ‘all clear’ to
approach and be allowed to enter the business. The doors will
remain locked until the jewelry is removed and set out for the
usual business day and the business officially opens.
These procedures should be reversed when it’s time to close
for the day. Interested third parties with
criminal intent ‘casing’ the jewelry business
will observe these procedures over time to
determine any/all weak links in the store
security they can exploit.
12
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Email Frank@theRetailJeweler.com

Continued from Pg10

Opening and closing times remain a special period of
vulnerability for retail jewelry operations, especially when
opening and closing procedures are inconsistently observed.
Jewelers Mutual Insurance Group offers a brochure that
provides tips on residential security procedures and disciplines
you can share with your loved ones residing safely at home.
To get copies of this brochure, contact the sales team at
Jewelers Mutual by calling 800-336-5642, ext. 2118 or email
sales@jminsure.com. For more loss prevention tips, subscribe
to the Jewelers Mutual Clarity blog at jewelersmutual.com/
clarity-blog.
David Sexton
David Sexton is vice president of loss prevention
consulting at Jewelers Mutual Insurance Company.
Headquartered in Neenah, Wis., Jewelers Mutual
is the only nsurance company in the U.S. and
Canada that specializes exclusively in protecting
the jewelry industry and individuals´ jewelry.

By David Brown

THE DEATH OF RETAIL IS GREATLY EXAGGERATED
The rumors of the impending death of retail have been circulating for some time. Pre-occupied with a growing
market in online sales and the focus of millennials on less material possessions the naysayers have been preparing
the last rites and arranging the burial plot for when the hour comes.
In reality, although retail has had its struggles, the death notice is being drawn up unnecessarily. Online retailers such
as Amazon and Warby Parker have either branched into owning bricks and mortar stores, or show an intention to do so,
confirming that the future of retail is a two-sided street that you need to be simultaneously navigating at the same time.
So why the doom and gloom? In 2019, US retailers announced the closure of 9,302 stores – an increase of 59% versus 2018.
Not a healthy statistic until you look behind the numbers a little further. Retail researchers IHL Group discovered that approximately
20 stores were responsible for over 75% of the closures – reflecting more on the individual companies than the industry as a whole.
IHL also reported that for every retailer closing stores there
were 5 retail chains opening more stores – and that the
number of chains adding stores has increased by 56% in 2019.
Department stores have been one of the hardest hit subsectors
and, given their large footprint and number of national outlets,
are more likely to close multiple outlets and create a larger
effect than Mom and Pop operators. An elephant being shot
will always make a larger thud than a cat!
What has become apparent is a two-tiered retail situation
developing. While department stores may be struggling, chains
such as Zara, Uniqlo and Cotton On have thrived and pop up
stores have been successful with their hit and run tactics.
Although growth in online sales have taken the brunt of the
blame, it hasn’t been the only factor affecting retail. Over the
last few years there has been a sharp increase in “experience
spending” such as travel, activities and dining out. Tourism
alone is estimated to add $8.8 trillion to the worldwide economy
in 2018 – up 15% from the 2016 figure. The reason for this is
partially an impact from a movement towards experiences over
material items, particularly in light of environmental concerns
by younger customers, but it’s also being fueled through social
media where prestige purchases are less about showing what
you have and more about showing where you’ve been and
what you’ve done.
Social media provides an instant means of showing the world
your life and how you live it – and more and more people are
14
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responding to the desire to demonstrate this. Why purchase a
luxury item you can only talk about once when you can take
a once in a lifetime holiday that can be posted several times
a day for a week or two at a time? Not everyone buys with
bragging rights in mind, but it would be wrong to assume it
doesn’t have an impact.
So how do retailers respond? The secret is to enhance the
experience as much as the product. Give them a shopping or
gift-giving experience they will remember the rest of their life
– something they will want to tell their friends all about. In the
same way online stores are now combining the experiences
of online and offline, retailers need to fuse the purchase of
physical goods with the experience factor of buying them –
and few are better placed to do this than jewelers. After all,
buying a diamond ring will always carry more kudos than a new
set of spectacles or the weekly grocery shop.
David Brown
David is the President of The Edge Retail
Academy (sister company of The Edge), who
provide expert consulting services to help with
all facets of your business including inventory
management, staffing, sales techniques, financial
growth and retirement planning...All customtailored to your store’s needs. By utilizing the
power of The Edge, we analyze major Key
Performance Indicators that point to your store’s
current challenges and future opportunities. Edge Pulse is the ideal addon to the Edge, to better understand critical sales and inventory data to
improve business profitability. It benchmarks your store against 1100+ other
Edge Users and ensures you stay on top of market trends.

STOP KILLING

By Jim Ackerman

YOUR OWN TRAFFIC
I recently spoke to the Executive Director of a prominent
jeweler’s organization who reported that most of his
members are seeing a decrease in store traffic.

Interestingly enough, most of my clients are reporting just the
opposite.
So, what are my clients doing differently? They’re NOT
shooting themselves in the foot.
It’s my observation that most jewelers are inadvertently selfsabotaging; bringing about the self-fulfillment of prophesies
about the decline in retail traffic; by doing the exact things that
will cause exactly that.

And here are those traffic-killing, self-inflicted wounds…
1. Failure to continue to assertively market
to your existing customers.
We all know it’s easier to get existing customers back, than it is
to bring in new customers in the first place. But most jewelers
make little or no effort to consistently court their existing
customers. They spend almost nothing to market directly to
these people, who are by virtue of the relationship, certainly
more likely to buy compared to anyone else on the planet.
“If you fail to continue to SELL to your customers, they’ll fail to
continue to BE your customers.”
If you’re not asking them to buy regularly – at least 6-to-12
times a year – you’re actually TRAINING them that you really
don’t care whether they do business with you again or not.
How many jewelers send a 1st Anniversary offer to the couples
who bought their wedding jewelry from them? I rest my case.

2. An over-reliance on digital media, thinking
it is the best way to market in today’s world.

digital is the only way to go; that failure to pursue whatever
the latest, greatest digital medium of the moment is, amounts
to marketing malpractice. And then there’s the belief that
digital marketing is so cheap compared to traditional media.
Truth is, digital media IS important, but so are traditional ways
to bring in new customers, and the traditional ones will typically
perform as well or better than digital media when measured
by the important metrics of cost per sale and sheer volume of
transactions.
Case in point (and I assure you, not an isolated one):
A mid-West jewelry store running an annual mid-summer sale
used radio, Facebook, direct mail, and email to promote their
event. Results shook out like this…
•R
 adio cost $200.00/customer to get them through the door
•F
 acebook cost $16.67/customer to get them through the
door
•D
 irect Mail cost $6.16/customer to get them through the
door
•E
 mail cost pennies/customer to get them through the door
Well, looking at that list, you have to agree that while radio
was a bit of a bust, Facebook did very well, and so did email.
What you don’t see, however, is that Facebook, for all of its
lack of expense, brought in less than 10 transactions, and
email fewer than that. Cheap yes, but the combined revenue
from both of these media was under $3,000.

Not so. But jewelers are increasingly relying on digital media,
even as their traffic counts plummet. The problem isn’t the
digital media inherently, it’s the abandonment of traditional
media for the exclusive reliance on the digital alternatives.

Direct mail was not only the least expensive medium, it
generated over 3 dozen customers who spent a collective
$25,000 plus!

You can’t be blamed for this entirely. For the better part of
2 decades now, you’ve been pounded with the idea that

Bottom line is this… while digital media can be inexpensive
up front, few have generated enough TRAFFIC and sales from

16
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them, to be able to rely upon them as the – or even a – primary
source of traffic and revenue. Traditional media, like direct
mail, radio, billboards and others, may still be the sources of
the most significant traffic you get, even if it’s sometimes more
expensive up front.

3. Deferring judgment to those whose

agenda is not closely aligned with yours.
This may be the biggest problem of all.
Look, everybody has an agenda. Everybody will act in their own
self-interest. The email pundits will espouse the merits of email
over everything else. As will the proponents of social media,
SEO, websites, video, and now text marketing, reputation
management, geo-targeting and more. And the traditional
marketers will do the same; radio, TV, print, outdoor; they’ll
all tell you how vital they are to your marketing mix. And,
everyone of them has a self-serving interest in telling you that.
The problem is particularly insidious when it comes to the
digital media, however, because it has been such a constant
barrage from all corners for so long.
But what are you to do? Where do you turn for help? Who can
you trust?
I suggest you seek a source of help and direction whose selfinterest is not so closely aligned with any one medium or
marketing avenue. The self-interest of anyone advising you
should be dependent on the results you get from following
their advice.
The motives of marketers who advocate for any single, or
narrow group, of marketing solutions… especially those they
personally represent or sell, must be considered with an eye
of skepticism.
Advisors who are NOT aligned with any single medium (or
collection thereof), but who succeed best when you generate
more traffic and revenue, regardless of how you get them,
are more likely to provide the kind of help you’re looking for
and need. Their immediate and long-term self-interest is then
properly aligned with yours.
Jim Ackerman
Jim Ackerman is known at The Marketing
Coach to the jewelry industry and has
addressed jewelry retailers at the nations
biggest marketing events, including JA New
York, JCK, The Atlanta Jewelry Show and
others. Jim Ackerman also provides jewelers
with a strategic look at their marketing, through
his well-known Marketing Fitness Check-up,
which he is providing to Retail Jeweler readers
FREE (A $397.00 value). Go to https://ekk89994.infusionsoft.com/app/form/
mfc to initiate the process.
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By Gloria Maccaroni

This year Mother’s Day will be celebrated
on Sunday May 10th, so by the time you are
reading this you should be busy prepping for
this 5-BILLION-dollar opportunity! Yes, jewelry
has always been a key gift item but spending
on Mother’s Day jewelry has increased from
$2.3 billion in 2009 to over $5 billion in 2019*.

Gifting Goals:

According to the National Retail Federations
2019 Mother’s Day research study, 84 percent
of consumers were planning gift purchases for
their moms. Spending on this holiday has grown
consistently over the past decade, and those
celebrating were expected to spend more than
ever in 2019, an estimated $25 billion.

• Finding something unique or memorable- is what over half the shoppers
aged 18-24 are interested in finding. When searching for the perfect present
for mom, these shoppers are significantly more likely than any other age group
to say they’d like to find a gift that’s unique (59 percent) and creates a special
memory (47 percent). What could be more unique than a customized piece
of jewelry or more memorable than a Mother’s ring or charm bracelet with all
moms’ favorite things?

Most consumers will give cards (75%) and
flowers (67%) to their mothers or take her out to
eat (55%) , but more money will be spent on
jewelry ($5.2 billion) than any other category,
according to the NRF’s study.

• Something that’s convenient. This is an easy one for jewelers. Offer a selection
of key pieces at varying price points, add free gift wrapping and have little gift
cards on hand to create one stop shopping. Would a department store be
able to offer these services?

To understand what’s behind this shift, NRF
took a closer look at the Mother’s Day consumer
spending data and identified what’s motivating
Mother’s Day shoppers.

• Finding a gift that’s more cost effective is what 16% of those surveyed
want. Again, this is where jewelry is the best option. You could calculate the
cost per wear for any piece which would out performs any other gift. As for
cost effective – this is where STERLING SILVER shines. This precious metal
category is not only cost effective but will never go out of fashion. It is a
forever keepsake.

18
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• To give Moms a gift that keeps on giving. Yes , product subscription boxes
services are growing in popularity. From beauty products to fitness gear, there
are options for any type of Mom, but jewelry is certainly a great option. A
piece of precious metal jewelry can give mom pleasure every day she wears
it and it’s something that can be handed down to the next generation. Can
fitness gear make that claim ?

There are a few key factors why jewelry remains and should continue to be an important gift category for Mother’s
Day, areas where jewelers excel over other categories and retailers
Factor #1

A reliance on retailers

Hunting down the perfect gift for Mom can be a daunting task.
Maybe that’s why 81 percent of consumers say they look to
retailers for inspiration when making Mother’s Day purchases.
Regardless of gender, age or income bracket, those shopping
for Mother’s Day gifts welcome ideas, and who is more skilled
in this area than jewelry retailers?

Factor #2

“More than 8 in 10 (81 percent) indicate they will look
to retailers for gifting inspiration.”

A shift in gift spending

Total Mother’s Day gift spending was expected to reach a record amount in 2019,and there seems to be no reasons why that trend
won’t continue for 2020. Those celebrating plan to purchase a wide variety of gifts. While the traditional flowers and cards are still
popular choices, more unconventional options have also been emerging over the past decade. The number of people planning to
gift a personal service (like a massage) has grown from 16 percent 10 years ago to about 25 percent today and spending on these
gifts has nearly doubled.
While these gift categories continue to grow, they’re doing so alongside more classic Mother’s Day gifts, rather than replacing them.
Spending on flowers, for example, has grown by a third over the last 10 years; spending on Mother’s Day jewelry has increased
from $2.3 billion in 2009 to over $5 billion today.
Flowers

67%

Special outing

55%

Gift card(s)/certificate(s)

45%
38%

Clothing or clothing accessories
Jewelry
Personal service

35%
24%

$2.6 billion

$4.6 billion

$2.6 billion

$2.3 billion

$5.2 billion

$2 billion

“Mother’s Day spending has been growing consistently over the past several years, and this year’s spending is expected to be the
highest in the 16-year history of our survey,” NRF President and CEO Matthew Shay said. “Consumers are excited to celebrate all
the moms in their lives, and retailers are ready to inspire consumers with unique gift options.”
While the number of people celebrating Mother’s Day is in line with last year’s 86 percent, those celebrating are expected to spend
more at an average $196 compared with $180 in 2018. Consumers ages 35-44 are likely to spend the most at an average $248, up
from $224, and men are likely to spend more than women at $237 compared with $158.
Newer models of gift-giving including special outings and gift cards are growing, in addition to more traditional gifts including
flowers, greeting cards, and jewelry. Increased spending on jewelry represents 31 percent of the expected increase over last year.
“Mother’s Day is about celebrating a very special person or persons in your life,” Prosper Vice President of Strategy Phil Rist
said. “Consumers today want to make sure they’re gifting mom something that will make her feel loved. And they’ll use all the
inspiration and guidance they can get in finding that perfect gift.”
Source: * The 2019 NRF Mother’s Day Survey was conducted April 1-11 by Prosper Insights & Analytics .Respondents numbered 7,321 U.S. adults 18
nd older.
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Must Do’s
The National Retail Federation ranks Mother’s Day as the 2nd holiday for overall spending. Yes , Mother’s Day
outranks Valentine’s Day by billions, a significant shopping event that jewelers should pay attention to.
First things first: know who you’re talking to.

Team up with other non-competing businesses.

Before diving into Mother’s Day marketing tactics,
take a step back to think about who you’re targeting. Ask
yourself: who do you want to reach with your efforts and what
are their shopping objectives for Mother’s Day?

In addition to the business types mentioned here,
you can also get in touch with retailers in your area
(preferably ones that complement your business) and see if
they’d be willing to hand out your store gift cards or coupons
in their location.

Know the individuals that your customers
are shopping for.
Are they buying presents for their mothers, mothers-in-law
or spouses? Are they celebrating with their friends, sisters, or
daughters? The answers to these questions will help you craft
your messaging and audience targeting correctly.

For example, you can team up with a hair salon and have them
give away coupons for a free gift or jewelry cleaning for every
purchase over a certain amount. Again, this creates win-win
situation for both parties. The hair salon or retailer encourages
shoppers to spend more, while you get added exposure and
potential customers.

Once you have a handle on who your audience is and the
people with whom they’re celebrating, you can start crafting
and executing campaigns to reach them. Here are some ideas:

Don’t forget your window displays.

Start promoting Mother’s Day via your sales
team and to everyone who comes into the store.
Even if they are in to pick of a repair or get a watch
battery replaced- once Valentine’s Day is over , you can start
planting the seed for Mother’s Day.

Make no mistake, people will turn to retailers for
Mother’s Day gift ideas. Put your store on their radar
by sprucing up your store for the occasion. Make it clear that
you’re selling something for Mother’s Day by spelling it out on
your windows. Add flowers to draw attention and show a range
a price points so to attract even the most frugal shopper.

Hold a contest.
Send Mother’s Day reminders to your
existing customers.
Create an email marketing campaign with Mother’s Day as the
theme. Include an array of styles and price points be sure to
include store hours and phone number.

Partner up with local flower shops, spas, or
restaurants.
Run a gift card promo (i.e. “Spend $100 on mom and
get a $25 gift card to ABC restaurant) to encourage people to
buy. Your store will benefit because of the increased spending,
and the restaurant wins as well because it gains new customers.

Drive traffic to your store.
This arrangement can work both ways. If you want
to increase traffic at your store , consider teaming
up with these same local merchants. Flower shops, restaurants,
spas etc.)see allot of traffic around Mother’s Day. Ask them to
give out gift cards offering a free service or Incentive to drive
traffic to your store.

20
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Encourage customers to share their favorite thing
about their mom in order to be part of your Mother’s
Day window installation. Give a prize to the best entry or make
it an enter to win contest.

Encourage your customers to share their
mom-centric content.
Mother’s Day isn’t just about giving gifts.
The heart-warming stories or photos that people share about
their moms also play a big role during the occasion. This year
give your customers the chance to tell you more about their
moms (so you can drive engagement while you’re at it). Ask
permission to use stories in your email communication and on
your web site.

Get Social.
Ask shoppers to submit photos and stories (along with
a relevant hashtag) via various social networks for a
chance to win a gift card. Make everyone a winner by offering
$20 coupons to every single contest participant. To get their
discount, all customers have to do is email you a link to their
social media post or show you while in your store.

Create a special Mother’s Day section on your site
(and in your store).

Lead people to specific landing pages.

Make it easier for Mother’s Day shoppers to find what they’re
looking for by adding a special Mother’s Day section on your
homepage.

If you’re running on-line ads for specific Mother’s Day keywords,
you should consider creating special landing pages for your
campaign, instead of just letting people click-through a generic
homepage.

Create a Mother’s Day Wish List.

Offer limited time only pieces.

Ask any Mom’s shopping in you store for their “wish list”.
Suggest a photo of a desired product!

Consider selling limited, mom-centric styles at your store.
Partner with a brand to see if they can provide a limited-edition
piece that only your store carries in the area.

Spread the Word.
Send a press release to your local paper – touting the personal
care and unique customer experience and selection that ONLY
your store offers.

Offer service and convenience like no other.

Text, tweet and post your story.

All shoppers will need to have their gift wrapped and a gift
card. Why not take it up a notch at Mother’s Day and offer
a choice of wrap colors – so that they can pick their moms
favorite color? Offer complimentary services to enhance the
shopping experience.

Don’t stop there.

Provide value with mom-centric content.

Publicize your publicity- whenever you do get publicity – get
permission to reprint/post the article.

Consider creating non-salesy content for Mother’s Day. If
you have a blog or newsletter, why not share useful momcentric content with your audience? Offer a recipe for the best
chocolate chip cookies to make for mom or the title of a great
book that any mother might like to read.

Etc.

Create a pop-up banner .
Use your website to grab attention to the great gift offerings
and be sure to keep your graphics consistent throughout your
print, online and instore marketing efforts.
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Mother’s Day in the United States
As suggested by the name, Mother’s Day is an annual
celebration which honors mothers and motherhood.
The modern holiday was first celebrated in the United
States in 1908, and later in 1911 it was observed as
a holiday in all U.S. states. Initially the holiday was
celebrated out of sentiment, however, it was soon
commercialized when Mother’s Day cards were put
on shelves in the early 1920s.
Mother’s Day spending has been growing consistently over
the past several years, and this year’s spending is expected to
be the highest in the 16-year history in our 2019 survey.
NRF President and CEO Matthew Shay

What Moms really want for Mother’s Day
I want a Wonder Woman cape, preferably made out of
diamonds, along with the statement: ‘You were right about
everything, and we’d be lost without you.‘

A Day Free from the “Mom Routine”
We love being mamas; we really do. But we would also love
a day free from the “mom routine.” That means no dishes,
laundry, chauffeur duty, or dressing little ones.

Turn the Honey-Do into a Honey-Done List
Every time mom walks by that broken _______
(fill in the blank), it drives her crazy.
If you complete the Honey-Do List of lingering
household projects, you will be one happy man
come Father’s Day — trust us!

More people purchase fresh flowers and
plants for Mother’s Day than for any other
holiday except Christmas/Hanukkah.

In 2019, the National Retail Federation (NRF)
estimated that US consumers would spend $25 billion
celebrating Mother’s Day. Shoppers wouldl spend an
average of $196.00 on Mom.

Most consumers will give cards (75%) and flowers
(67%) to their mothers or take her out to eat (55%) in
2018, but more money will be spent on jewelry ($5.2
billion) than any other category, according to the
NRF.

According to the Insure.com 2018 Mother’s Day
Index, the various tasks moms perform at home
would be worth $68,875 (up from $67,619 in 2017) a
year in the professional world.

Money can’t buy you love, but $25 Billion shows how
much we love Mom!

Jewelry and special outings have seen the sharpest increase
in sales over the past 10 years—growingfrom $2.3 billion to
$5.2 billion, and $2.7 billion to $4.6 billion, respectively, per
NRF data.

Gloria Maccaroni
Gloria Maccaroni is Director of Brand Development for The Silver Institute /Promotion Service (SPS).
SPS, launched in 2008, develops and implements programs designed to enhance the image of and stimulate demand for silver jewelry in
major markets.
Retailers are encouraged to visit savorsilver.com to find jewelry collections to grow their silver jewelry sales. Brands and designers are
selected to participate in the program and can request more information by writing to info@savorsilver.com
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Must Must Haves
WE ASKED – WHY STERLING SILVER IS A MUST HAVE FOR MOTHER’S DAY

Keith Jack
“The most significant gift is one with meaning . With heirloom quality, versatility and
compelling stories, moms can personally connect to, Keith Jack Jewlery makes the
ideal gift.”
Keith Jack sterling silver, 10k gold & cubic zirconia pendant with 18” chain $144.
keithjack.com 604-971-4367

Samuel B
“Silver is so much in trend and very popular . It’s even more special when mom
realizes that all these pieces are handmade in exotic Bali, Indonesia “
Samuel B 925 silver handwoven wide cuff bangle $591.
SAMUELB.com 1855-SAMUELB

Belle Etoile
“With incredible price points, fun, eye-catching designs, Belle Étoile is the perfect
gift for mom. With great gift with purchase items and add-on accessories, Belle Étoile
enhances her every day look and is sure to bring compliments.”
White mother-of-pearl and hand-painted blue Italian enamel with white stones set
into rhodium-plated, nickel allergy-free, 925 sterling silver. $695.
belleetoilejewelry.com 415-626-9223

Martha Seely
“Silver provides an understated expression of style. It adds a smart touch to any
outfit, and it’s versatility extends to how it looks with other metals and gemstones.
My celebration of the stars and sky goes beyond the metal and into the story itself,
bringing everyone on a personal trip to the universe. But....in addition to it’s beauty,
silver has healing properties - and was used in wound healing and to prevent microbial
infections, for at least six millennia. What more could a mother hope for?”
Martha Seely Sterling dangle earrings with freshwater pearls and white zircon. $595.
marthaseely.com 617-899-2162
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Must Haves
PiYaRo
“Silver goes with everything. Whether mom is going to buy groceries or in
a business meeting, silver is essential. It can be dressed up or dressed down
depending on the occasion.”
PiYaRo Italian silver oval hoops with 14k solid gold accents and
0.5ct diamonds. $1,799
PIYARO.com 888-427-8886

Rembrandt
“Sterling Silver is great for moms because of its beauty.
versatility and durability (the same qualities as mom!)
Rembrandt Charms are the classic collectibles that never go
out of style. Each charm tells a story, making it the ideal gift
that always has special meaning for both the person buying
and receiving the charm.”
Celebrate the special mom in your life- with a lifetime of
memories. Sterling silver charms and link bracelet. $431.
Rembrandtcharms.com 800-828-7840

Phillip Gavriel
“Sterling Silver makes a great gift for mom at an affordable price. Bring a smile to
mom’s face with unique styles that make her personality shine. Phillip Gavriel’ s
designer sterling silver pieces are high-quality lasting gifts, always made with natural
gemstones and diamonds.”
Phillip Gavriel Sterling Silver circle popcorn necklace with blue topaz. $195.
phillipgavriel.com 800-622-0960

Adel Chefridi
“ Our designs are elegant and versatile, and sterling is perfect for dressing up or
everyday wear”.
Adel Chefridi satin finish, sterling silver, blue sapphire, .03 ct. diamond. $560.
chefridi.com 845-684-5185
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Lika Behar
“Sterling silver is precious, durable, and attainable.”
Lika Behar sterling silver & 24k Dylan baguette necklace with diamonds & 24k
granulations on an adjustable sterling chain .42ctw. $1,410.
LIKABEHAR.com 201-933-7200 #1

Hope Faith Miracles
“Like our symbol the Fleur de Lis is like mom. The core represents her strength( hope),
and from that she gives us faith to believe in ourselves ( miracles) .”
Hope Faith Miracles sterling silver Fleur de Lis heart pendant. $95.
hopefaithmiracles.com 843-298-0764

Kir Collection
“Sterling Silver is great for moms because it is everyday wearable for busy schedules
and KIR designs provide an instant feeling of fashion uplift that helps transform your
everyday mood.”
Kir Collection Mini Orb Drop Earrings - 925 sterling silver and 18K gold plate. $320.
kircollection.com 303-530-1268

Frederic Duclos
“Frederic Duclos is synonymous with Silver Extraordinaire- would you
give your mom anything less? Frederic has been designing fashion for
decades and continues introducing fresh, creative concepts with the
utmost attention to quality and details.”
Frederic Duclos sterling silver and rose gold plated Emily bracelet.
$280.
fredericduclos.com 714-898-3636
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Must Haves
Kelim
“Easy everyday wearable styles. Fashionable but not trendy, always right!”
Kelim: sterling silver forget me not three flower drop post earring. $95.
kelimjewelry.com 301-448-7367

Joryel Vera
“SIlver should be a STRONG gift choice for Mothers Day
after all , since antiquity it has represented the feminine”.
Limited Edition, the perfect curling wave with 12 mm South
Sea pearls. $675.
joryelverawholesale.com 561-508-2945

Gabriel & Co
“ Sterling silver is great for moms because it is a versatile metal that can take them
from carpools to date nights! ”
Gavriel & Co silver and white sapphire oval locket necklace. $300 .
gabrielny.com 212-519-1400

Michou
“She is the radiant light of your life, always there through thick or thin,
guiding you on your way. Whether it is a beautiful sterling silver bracelet or
a whimsical sterling silver mother and cub pendant, Michou is the perfect gift
for Mother’s Day.”
Michou sterling silver bracelet with green amethyst and envy topaz. $325.
michoujewelry.com 530-525-3320
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E.L. Designs
“Our Signature & Petite Signature set, as well as our Love Knot and Petite Love
Knot , are perfect for Mother’s Day! The “petite” versions are available in kids’
sizing, offering a “Mommy & Me” heirloom to treasure for years. Sterling is a
great choice as it compliments other “typical” Mother’s Day gifts so well, such
as flowers or brunch!”
E.L. Designs sterling bracelet with 14K gold “knot” as clasp in “petite” design,
available in kids’ sizing. $360.
eldesigns.com 800-828-1122

Alex Woo
“Sterling silver is great for mom because it is the perfect starting price point for fine
jewelry. Affordable jewelry is great for children who are purchasing for their mother if
they are on a budget!”
Alex Woo sterling silver Mini X Mama Charm *chain sold separately. $78.
alexwoo.com 212-226-5533

Bella Cavo by Kelly Waters
“Bella Cavo silver bracelets are a terrific fit for Mother’s Day. They’re flexible
so they’ll fit almost any wrist. They’re beautifully designed and made smartly
priced with retails from $59.95 to $279.95.”
Bella Cavo sterling silver simulated diamond infinity cuff bracelet. $109.95
kellywaters.com 800-647-7017

John Atencio
“Silver is a beautiful layering fashion statement, perfect for everyday
wear.”
John Atencio Arrivo pavé earrings in sterling silver with 14K accents
$1,235.
Johnatencio.com 800-219-0276
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FIVE TIPS TO HELP REINVENT YOUR STORE
By Mia Katrin

TIP #1
Clientele

TIP #2
Inventory

TIP #3
Merchandising

It’s a new year and a new decade. It is an important time to
take stock and shift gears to prosper in the decade ahead.
Answering the following question is vitally important as you
look ahead. Where do you want to be ten years from now? The
past ten years literally flew by. Everything today seems to be
at light speed. In 2008 we had an economy meltdown. Today,
we have an economy on fire with records being set in the stock
market, employment, and in our own industry.
While more retail jewelers shuttered their doors during the
year the year was a very positive year for most jewelers. The
retail landscape is changing, and the pace of change itself
is accelerating. The iPhone launched in 2007. Now over 4
billion people world-wide use cell phones, basically as minicomputers. Within 5-10 years, according to tech sources, the
physical cell phone may well become obsolete. Information
will be able to be called up instantaneously anywhere. How
would this change the way you do business?

What Business Model Should You Have?
Today, customers research and comparison shop before
they come in your store. Customers want to take pictures of
pieces they’re considering and share with family and friends
for feedback (Encourage this!) or even comparison shop in
real time. This may be disconcerting to many jewelers, but
transparency in this market is a positive attribute whether the
customer is comparison shopping or just sharing the images
with family and friends. Making it easy for the customer to
consider her purchase is a good thing.
Amazon leads the world in removing friction from the shopping
experience. Amazon makes it extremely fast and easy, efficient
and rewarding to buy from them. Search for any item, choose
the one you want with a click of a button and have it delivered
to your doorstep the next day free of shipping charges. This is
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TIP #4
Consider Purchasing
New Showcases

TIP #5
Appeal
to Women

the shopping experience customers now experience and have
come to expect. This is the new world of competition.
Shopping online or brick-and-mortar is now not an either/or
experience but a “blended” experience incorporating access
to relevant information with visits to retail locations where
customers can see and feel actual products, try them on and
speak directly with knowledgeable sales professionals who
give them a more meaningful shopping experience, which is
especially important to Millennials.

TIP #1 Clientele
Make the shopping experience as efficient,
interactive and rewarding as possible. Make
checkout quick and easy, including options
such as Apple Pay or PayPal. Consider adding QR codes to
products where customers can see more detailed information
about the product (country of origin, material details) and the
story behind the product. The older Millennials, born around
1980, will be nearing 50 in 2030, replacing the retiring Baby
Boomers of today. They and Gen Z and future generations will
have grown up in a completely different world than you. This is
your growing customer base in the upcoming decade. Connect
regularly with them to understand more clearly what they want
and how you can satisfy their desires.

TIP #2 Inventory
Hire new high school and college graduates
as sales staff and managers. Talk with them to
understand what products appeal to them, how
they like to be approached and the experiences they seek.
Ask for their suggestions, share this information with other
staff members and implement them. Have them organize and
manage your social media, especially Instagram.

Many retailers have moved in the direction of relying on
custom and estate jewelry, in addition to bridal, as their focus.
Rather than offering exciting new merchandise that customers
can see, touch and try on, they offer customers their ability
to custom make pieces for clients and recycle jewelry bought
primarily from other clients. Although custom and estate are
important, when you’re competing in this next decade for
customers with unlimited options, you need to tantalize them
with continually fresh new collections offering the latest trends
and styles to excite them and create the desire.

TIP #3 Merchandising
Regularly offer new on-trend collections that
customers can try on and experience. Promote
it widely as “the newest and best.” Don’t let
your customers come back into your store month after month
seeing the same tired inventory. Change it up or they may
stop coming back. When was the last time you updated your
store’s look? Does it look fresh and modern, inviting, ready
for the next decade? Trends are an uncluttered feel, fresh and
simplistic, so the merchandise stands out.

TIP #4 Consider Purchasing
New Showcases
Consider cases that open from the front, so sales

staff can connect with customers on the same side of the case.
You want your store and your staff to be accessible and friendly,
and not overly formal or intimidating.

TIP #5 Appeal to Women
Appeal to the self-purchasing woman. It is a
growing customer base. Younger women have
grown up expecting to purchase their own
jewelry and consider it a part of fashion. Offer purchases at
all price points to appeal to younger clientele, as well as the
fashion-forward styles they seek.
Jewelry is as old as humankind. People will always have the
desire to adorn themselves and you’re there to help satisfy
that desire. Stay in tune with the latest trends in society so you
can continue to re-invent yourself, remain relevant, and thrive
in the decade to come.

Mia Katrin
MIA Katrin is an award-winning jewelry designer and
creative force behind Jewel Couture LLC. A leading
industry voice on style and design and frequently is
an invited speaker at trade events. Before becoming
a jewelry designer MIA was a Philosophy Professor,
specializing in Aesthetics. Mia can be reached at info@
jeweljewel.com.
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Belle Etoile
Chromatica Black & Multi Bangle
features hand-painted translucent
Italian enamel with white stones set
into rhodium-plated, nickel allergy-free,
925 sterling silver. MSRP: $495.

Bellarri
From the Sweetheart Collection
featuring a beautifully
graduated Swiss blue to
London blue topaz ring with
diamond accents set in 14kt
rose gold. MSRP: $2,630.

877-838-7628

800-255-0192

Imperial
A modern option for classic pearl jewelry; low
profile, point prongs, reverse rounded shape and
high luster freshwater coin pearl size is 12-13mm.
MSRP: $695.
401-223-4180

Jyes International
A beautiful aquamarine set
composed of 0.81ct aquamarine
earrings and a ring with center stone
weight 4.36 ct. MSRP $9,000 for
earrings and $3,250 for the ring.
415-621-8880

Evocateur
Sea Life blue cuff.
Original art is blended with 22k gold
leaf and enamel to create this unique
bracelet. Handmade in the USA.
MSRP: $378.
203-956-0705
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Benchmark
This incredible 8mm twotoned band with an intricate
wall fracture center is framed
beautifully by two tantalum
edges. MSRP: $1,005 (size 10)
205-345-0555

MARS
Tri-colored layered
pendant pictured here
in 14kt rose, white,
and yellow gold.
MSRP: $1,055.
888-592-6277

Alex Woo
From the new Autograph Collection of fluid, cursive
letter charms debuts with five limited edition colors.
Blending iconic jewelry designs with Smith & Cult’s
beautifully imaginative colors. MSRP $98 - $518.
212-226-5533

Debra Navaro
Tsavo Sunphase lapel pin featuring five hand-set, tenda
cut (one flat, strategic facet) natural colored tourmalines.
The 18kt recycled yellow gold mounting features a
custom, hand applied radial finish, and a stick-pin style
finding that can also accommodate a chain.
Tourmalines 9.46ctw. Made in USA. MSRP: $3,850.
316-640-0972
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HOW TO BUILD
A WINNING TEAM
The greatest thing about the playing career of the Los
Angeles Laker’s Magic Johnson was not his individual talent
on a basketball court – though it was outstanding and got
him into the NBA Hall of Fame – but what he could do for his
team. Magic made everyone better, and that became the true
measure of his greatness and his leadership.
Leadership, then, is not what you can do for yourself. It’s what
you can do for – and through – others. It’s not about how good
you are, as good as you may be. It’s about how good you make
others, and it doesn’t matter if it’s on a basketball court, in a
business, or even in a family.
The greatest leaders understand how to motivate people to
work together as a team. It’s the team that counts. Leaders know
that the best teams consist of people with complimentary skills
committed to a common purpose and shared values. Many
people fear being insignificant – to be less than what they hope
and dream. Most really want to play or work on a great team
and achieve victory in business and life. Most will not attain it
without the help of a leader they can trust. So how do you build
a team that really works well together and achieves the kind of
success you want? Here are ten keys to consider:
1  Be
 committed to the team, each individual, and your
collective success. People know when you care, and when
you don’t. Do everything you can to support your people
in ways that speak louder than mere words.
2  Set the right example by working hard and knowing what
you want to achieve. People always want to follow a
leader who knows where he’s going. So be confident,
decisive, and deliberate in your leadership.
3  Build

trust and faith in what you do and how you do it.
When people see integrity in action, they respond positively
to it. So make integrity your motto and make it stick.

By Bill Boyajian

Who among us cannot achieve
much more with the right motivation
and encouragement? Be “up” every
day. It’s infectious with your staff.
6  Give your team members the credit they deserve. Never
take the credit yourself. Share it with your team. Be liberal
with praise for work well done and challenge them with
work that must improve.
7  Have

the courage to stand tall on issues of principle and
insist on the mutual respect of all team members.
Professionalism, proper decorum, and the right attitude
should be expected each day.
8  Communicate

clearly and unambiguously. Most problems
occur from either a lack of communication or poor
communication. Make sure to communicate often and
appropriately in all facets of the business.
9  Set
 individual and collective expectations. Issues arise
when people don’t know what is expected of them or if
there are differing expectations between leadership and
team members.
10  Commit to diversity and celebrate it. Make sure everyone
appreciates the complimentary skills of each person on
the team. A team is like the human body. When each
part works in synchronization with the other, amazing
results can occur.
There are many things that contribute to the success of any
business. One of the most important is building a winning
team. If you are in a position of leadership or management, this
must be your first priority because nothing happens except by,
with, or through people. When they work together, you have
an unbeatable team.
Bill Boyajian

4  Be
 accountable to the team. Things don’t always go right.
Own up to your leadership and take the responsibility
when things go wrong. Nothing will hurt your leadership
more than blaming others for mistakes.
5  Motivate

and inspire people to achieve more than they
would on their own.
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Bill is the former long-time president of the
Gemological Institute of America, and is
currently founder & president of Bill Boyajian
& Associates, Inc. His company consults for
a wide variety of businesses in the gem and
jewelry industry, specializing in leadership,
business, and organizational development,
family transition, and succession planning. Bill is
the author of Developing the Mind of a Leader
– Your Path to Lead and Inspire People. He is a sought-after business coach
and speaker, and can be reached at bill@billboyajianassociates.com.

SPS

Must-Have Information for Retailers Working with JBT
As the only commercial credit reporting agency dedicated to the
jewelry industry, JBT lists and tracks more than 26,000 jewelryrelated businesses Internationally, the United States, and Canada.

credit qualified your company may become. Retailers who decline
to give JBT any information or only provide limited information,
may send a red flag to members considering credit lines.

Every listed company has a credit rating and pay score which
is determined by payment history, financials, self-reported
information and information obtained from public resources. JBT
supplier members use this information when considering a sale to
assess risk as well as to monitor existing customers.

FACTORS THAT MATTER

Retailers join to stay apprised of their credit rating each month
and review valuable information on their suppliers. A Retail
membership also helps with locating new suppliers, gaining access
to educational opportunities and to increase their credibility in
the industry.
Knowing how credit ratings are determined helps all members
make sound business decisions.
2 million trade payment references in 2019
This high volume of trade data determines Payment Scores
ranging from zero to 4. Scores of 1-4 indicate paying habits of
“prompt” to “slow.” A zero “0” indicates “no basis for pay rating”
with limited payment experience being reported; however,
there is often plenty of data including payment experience and
collection activity appearing in credit reports to help assess risk.
Factors that often result in a zero “0” Pay Score include credit card
transactions, COD purchases, limited open accounts (invoiced
purchases with due date terms) and the business has been in
operation less than three years.
Reasons why your credit rating matters
BENEFITS OF A GOOD CREDIT RATING:
• Access better supply sources. The strongest suppliers are in the
business of earning margins on the quality of their products and
services versus financing the trade.
• Receive better pricing and better service when you pay on time.
Slow payers do pay more because suppliers build in extra costs
for slow or extended payments.
• Good credit is an extension of your reputation and translates
into a competitive advantage in an increasingly challenging
marketplace.
IMPROVE YOUR CREDIT PROFILE
• Be sure you fully understand your vendors’ terms of sale. Get
them in writing.
• Pay your bills on time according to the terms agreed.
• Communicate with vendors about difficulties that may affect
your ability to pay as agreed.
• If you can’t meet terms, communicate and negotiate reasonable,
achievable payment plans. Then stick to them. Keep your word.
• Resolve disputes if you can and avoid collection claims.
IMPACT YOUR JBT CREDIT RATING
The more complete the information you provide JBT, the more
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• Track record of the business – payment habits, prior claims/
bankruptcies.
• Owners/Management – experience, changes, prior history.
• Years in Business – how well established is your business?
• Ability to Pay – If financial statements are available, what do they
indicate relative to the depth of capital base? Size of owners’
investment in the business? Leverage? Relationship of monies
owed others, including banks and owners’ investment. Sales
volume and profitability.
• UCC Filings/Liens
• Financial ability to meet obligations.
•
Willingness to communicate by responding to calls for
information and keeping both JBT and suppliers updated on
key developments in your company.
• Keeping your promises — Not overextending yourself helps to
preserve your reputation and maintain a sound credit history.
Suppliers expect to be paid in full in a reasonable timeframe.
Each has a different appetite for risk and will balance risk factors
against rewards. They may factor your information into selling
terms, e.g. pricing, promptness of delivery and availability of new
products and programs.
JBT’S DUE DILIGENCE
• Backgrounds of owners and key managers are researched to
uncover any past financial problems or unpaid obligations that
could indicate a risk for a supplier.
• Public records and other resources are checked for supplemental
information.
BUSINESS DECISIONS MADE EASY
• Retailers can find a resource in JBT to evaluate their supplier
business partners for reliability and stability.
• JBT credit reports can be used in USA PATRIOT AML (Antimoney Laundering) Act compliance.
• Issues around reputation risk and social responsibility throughout
the supply chain are evident, requiring increased vigilance to
adequately know your suppliers.
CAN RETAILERS BECOME MEMBERS?
Absolutely! Retailers become members to monitor their credit
rating monthly, assess business partners, source new vendors,
establish business credibility, get recognized and gain access to
education opportunities. All of this for only $195 annually.
Knowing who you do business with is simply sound business
practice. Not listed? Not a problem!
A JBT listing costs nothing and automatically includes your
company in our database of businesses. Visit www.jewelersboard.
com to get listed or call 401-467-0055 for more information.

American Gem Trade Association (AGTA)
Celebrated its 38th Year in Tucson
The American Gem Trade Association (AGTA) celebrated its
38th AGTA GemFair Tucson this year with near record crowds
of buyers. The show, which ran from February 4th through the
9th, houses over 300 exhibiting companies and welcomed
over 7,800 buyers from around the globe.
“This was a banner year for many of our exhibitors,” said
Douglas K. Hucker, AGTA CEO. “Attendance by our clients
was exceptional and their enthusiasm carried over into
robust sales. Many of our exhibiting companies had the best
show they have ever had. Our buyers certainly enjoyed the
incredible inventory of beautiful gemstones and pearls and
they continually mentioned how our newly redesigned Grand
Ballroom, with over fifty designers and antique dealers, gave
them a comfortable salon like experience in which to shop.”
Over the course of six days, AGTA attendees enjoyed over 38
different gemstone related seminars; a Tools and Technology
Pavilion; a CAD Design Studio; and “At the Bench Live”
presentations, sponsored by MJSA. Onsite gemstone report
services were provided by Guild Laboratories, GIA, American
Gemological Laboratories, along with Gubelin and SSEF from
Europe. Other special exhibits, including the Smithsonian
Institution - Extraordinary Cultured and Natural Pearls; Angie
Crabtree, phenomenal gemstone artist; and the 2019 AGTA
Spectrum Awards™ Winners Showcase.
The American Gem Trade Association (AGTA) is an association
of United States and Canadian trade professionals dedicated
to promoting the long term stability and integrity of the
natural colored gemstone and cultured pearl industries. The

Association pursues its goals through the combined use of
educational programs, publicity, industry events, government
and industry relations, and printed materials for both the trade
and consumer. The AGTA is well-known in the gemstone and
jewelry industries for maintaining the highest ethical standards.
For more information visit www.AGTA.org

Luxor® Compound Starter Set
Luxor® compound by Merard is manufactured in France to
the highest precise specifications, using the highest quality of
aluminum oxide and best of all: silica-free! The aluminum oxide
significantly reduces your work time and helps you efficiently
and effectively prepare all metal surfaces for finishing.
Luxor® compounds are non-greasy and can easily be cleaned
from your jewelry after final polishing. Luxor® compounds are
highly effective using smaller amounts, thus saving money by
not using excessive amounts of compound. All compounds are
color coded for easy visibility and identification. Set consists
of one each of the Pink, Green, Gray, Blue, Yellow, White, and
Orange compounds. Each color is used for different applications
and metals. Please refer to www.gesswein.com for our chart
that highlights each Luxor® compound and its attributes.
All Luxor® compounds weigh 110g (approx. 4oz.) and measure
80mm long x 30mm diameter (approx. 3-5/32”L x 1-3/16”).
Compounds are also available individually. Made in France.
For more information
contact Gesswein at
203-366-5400.

Jewelers Mutual Launches New ‘Jewelry Obsessed’
Ad Campaign
Protecting jewelry and the memories jewelry represents for
over 107 years has made Jewelers Mutual Insurance Group a
little obsessed. This very healthy jewelry obsession is featured
in their latest advertising campaign, “Jewelry Obsessed,”
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developed with Chicago-based creative agency Laughlin
Constable, which takes a satirical journey into the reality of
jewelry infatuation.
Among the campaign’s bevy of lovable characters, “Sarah,” a
newly engaged woman, would prefer her engagement ring be
front and center as a bridesmaid if it were socially acceptable.
Her fiancé “Kevin,” who has evolved from geeking out about
dinosaurs to memorizing diamond specs, finds it harder than he
expected to part with the ring — even when giving it to his beloved.
“We get it. We love jewelry so much we have a polisher for
our polisher. We insure jewelry, and only jewelry. And that’s
why people like Kevin trust us with theirs,” the 30-second
commercial says.
While Jewelers Mutual’s obsession is protecting jewelry, the
premise for the “Jewelry Obsessed” campaign came straight
from the company’s consumer focus groups who noted the
process of shopping for engagement rings and other jewelry
takes time, attention, and can become an obsession. More
importantly, the jewelry pieces they settle on become their
ultimate obsession.
“Not surprisingly, our research shows most consumers are
obsessed with their jewelry because of the emotional events
their pieces represent, such as marriage, a special trip or a
promotion,” said Ken Murray, Jewelers Mutual vice president
of digital and marketing. “But we also found that many jewelry
wearers are simply not aware personal jewelry insurance exists,
or that their homeowners’ or renters’ policies typically do not
provide effective coverage.
“With this campaign, we are, in a fun, whimsical and relatable
way, sharing consumers’ obsession with jewelry, because
insuring jewelry is all we do.”
The annual campaign launched in January 2020 for consumers
with the jewelry trade coming in early spring. It includes a full
digital campaign, social, and select print.
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Inaugural Select Tucson Show a Success
Select’s inaugural Tucson Jewelry Show on February 2-3 was
a big success garnering accolades from buyers and exhibitors
alike. Select Tucson segued smoothly into the AGTA GemFair
which opened Tuesday, February 4. It did not interfere or
overlap with the main Tucson shows and provided buyers the
opportunity to meet with well-known fine jewelry designers
and top-tier manufacturers before the other shows for better
use of their time.
The show was held at the luxurious Westin La Paloma Resort.
The two-day event featured 63 renowned designers and brands
including; A. Link, A&D Gem/ DVANI, Aaron Henry, Abbott Jewelry
Systems, Afarin, Alex Sepkus, Artistry Ltd, Asher, Ava Couture,
Breuning, Charles Krypell, Color Masters, Daniella Design,
David Connolly/Jabel, Debra Navarro, Dilamani, Eichhorn, Eli
Jewels, Erica Courtney, Frederic Sage, Gemveto, Gem + Jewel,
Gem Platinum, Gordon Company, Graymoor Lane Designs,
Gumuchian, Gurhan, Hari Jewels, Heera Moti, Henderson
Collection, House of Baguettes, Hulchi Belluni, Jennifer Dawes

Design, John Atencio, John Varvatos, JudeFrances, Jye’s Luxury
Collection, KC Designs, Kimberly Collins, Lauren K, Lika Behar,
Luca Lorenzini, Makur, Mastoloni Pearls, Mazza Company,
Mémoire, NEI Group, Oscar Heyman, Pe Jay Creations, Peter
Storm, Picchiotti, Platinum Born, Pohl Jewelry Design, Precision
Set, Royal Pearl, Style Gems, Suna, Suzy Landa, Tanya Farah,
Toby Pomeroy, William Levine, With You, and Zeghani.
Select Tucson is a new addition to their series of successful fall
trade shows held at the Ritz-Carlton in Dallas, Washington DC,
and Mohegan Resorts in Connecticut. Select Jewelry Shows
are smaller, intimate shows featuring approximately 60 better
brands, highly regarded designers and top-tier manufacturers.
For the convenience of store owners and buyers the shows are
just two days, Sunday and Monday.
For more information about the upcoming fall shows contact
the show manager Jordan Brockhaus-Spears at 844-285-1103
or email tucson@selectjewelryshow.com.
Continued to Pg 55

Royal Chain’s New Looks In Gold
Royal Chain’s Spring 2020 Collection, features a litany of new
products in gold. Riding the wave of a strong holiday season for
gold, Royal Chain made some new additions to gold that will
bump up sales just in time for the Spring gift giving occasions.
The new release highlights the highly sought-after paperclip
chain. These chains are available in several gauges, lengths,
and colors, including gold & silver. The company has held off
on releasing this chain, after numerous requests before and
during the holiday season because they sought to create a
proprietary version. They forecast it will quickly become a
best seller. Other updates include a new “mirrored” chain,
vintage inspired looks, as
well a “southwest” themed
collection.
The retail prices start at $95
in gold and $30 in silver,
perfect for this time of year
and all year round.
For more information call
800-622-0960.

The verification service will be provided free-of-charge for
diamonds received in a sealed packet.
Laboratory clients with further questions should contact their
GIA client service representative.

Evocateur’s Homage To Erte
Who but Erte could have created the art featured in this cuff?
Evocateur has combined his conceptual Queen of Sheba
holding an emerald
vase with 22k gold leaf
and enamel to produce
this masterful piece of
jewelry. Handmade in
the USA. MSRP: $398.
For a more information
call Evocateur at
203-956-0705.

GIA Suspends Diamond Sealing Services
In January the GIA suspended its diamond sealing services.
The Institute took this action after encountering a small number
of GIA sealing packets that had been compromised by third
parties after the sealing packets left GIA. In these instances,
GIA determined that the diamonds originally enclosed in
the compromised packets had been replaced with HPHT
(high-pressure, high-temperature) treated natural diamonds.
The substitute treated diamonds superficially matched the
GIA report information for the original diamonds, including
information on the sealing packet data label.
GIA has suspended sealing services in all locations indefinitely,
pending an investigation of the source of this fraud.
Anyone with concerns about a GIA-sealed diamond may
submit the unopened packet to any GIA laboratory for
verification services. If GIA concludes that the diamond in
the sealing packet is the diamond described in the original
report, the Institute will issue a verification letter confirming
the diamond matches the original report. If the diamond does
not match the GIA report, the Institute will issue a new report
with the correct results. All sealed diamonds submitted for this
free-of-charge verification service will be returned unsealed.
Continued to Pg 57
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Jewelers For Children Announces 2020 Facets Of
Hope
Drosos and Abramo to be honored
Jewelers for Children will hold the 22nd edition of its Annual
Facets of Hope event on Thursday June 4, at the Venetian
Las Vegas, in Las Vegas, NV, during the jewelry market week.
The event shifts to Thursday evening in connection with the
change in the date pattern for the 2020 events.
During the event Gina Drosos, chief executive officer of Signet
Jewelers, Ltd. and Mercedes Abramo, president and chief
executive officer of Cartier North America will be honored and
the charity will announce the success of their fundraising efforts
for the year. In 2019, more than 1,200 industry friends attended
the event and it was announced that $ 1.3 million would be
donated to the JFC charity partners bringing the cumulative
total since 1999 to nearly $ 57 million.
“We are so fortunate to have Gina and Mercedes serving as
honorees for the 2020 edition of our Facets of Hope event. said
Debra Puzio, JFC Board Chair. Along with them and hearing
from some of the young heroes the industry has helped,
the evening will be a “not-to-miss” event.” The event will be
held at the Venetian Resort Casino starting 6:00 p.m. on the
fourth level with cocktails, followed by dinner and the program
beginning at 7:30 p.m. Anyone interested in attending or
sponsoring can contact JFC at (212) 687-2949 or info@
jewelersforchildren.org. Details and participation forms are
available at the JFC website, www.jewelersforchildren.org.
Jewelers for Children was founded in 1999 by the U.S. jewelry
industry with the mission of helping children in need. Since
its inception, JFC has raised nearly $ 57 million for programs
benefiting children whose lives have been affected by illness,
abuse or neglect through our charity partners St. Jude
Children’s Research Hospital®, the Elizabeth Glaser Pediatric
AIDS Foundation, Make-A-Wish® America, and the National
CASA Association. JFC also provides support to Make-AWish® International, the Organization for Autism Research and
the Santa-America Fund.

Virginia Gina C. Drosos

Mercedes Abramo
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RingRescue™ Ring Remover
Is Your Customer’s Ring Impossible to Remove? Not Anymore!
RingRescue™ is the new Non-Destructive Ring Removal set
that belongs in every jewelry store!
In the years past, the only way to remove a ring from a swollen
finger was to cut the ring apart with a conventional ring cutter.
RingRescue™ is designed to be an innovative practical tool that
can be used by anyone in a jewelry store to safely remove rings
from swollen fingers. Best of all, without damage to the ring!
RingRescue™ was created to remove rings due to swollen
fingers or some type of accident (in case of trauma, consider
using a thin disposable glove under the device). Instead of
cutting off the ring, which can carry liability, you can now easily,
safely and quickly remove it with RingRescue™! Designed
by a team of medical doctors and engineers, and tested in
hospitals and jewelry stores, RingRescue™ offers the jewelry
and medical industries a new and effective solution for onthe-spot ring removal. With RingRescue™, you can remove an
impossibly stuck ring without destroying the ring.

ADVERTISERS INDEX
The advertisers make The Retail Jeweler possible.
Please make our advertisers your suppliers.

Simply apply RingRescue™ over the affected finger and push
the bulb to inflate. The process takes up to 5 or 6 minutes for
the most difficult swelling. Once the bulb of the RingRescue™
device is deflated, simply apply lubricant (included) to the area
(ring) after compression to help take the ring off, now that the
swelling has subsided. The process is that simple and can be
completed by one person!
RingRescue™ is a MUST for any jewelry store, emergency
room, urgent care facility, ambulance, fire trucks as well as
many medical teams that include nurses, paramedics, and
physicians (especially obstetricians!). Inner diameter of the cuff
for your finger is approximately 1” (25.5mm). Made in Canada.
Key Features: • Blade free removal • Leaves ring intact
For more information contact Gesswein at 203-366-5400.
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